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Abstract 
Wang, C. and A.C. Williams, The threshold order of a Boolean function, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 31 (1991) 51-69. 
The notion of a threshold function as a Boolean function for which there is a hyperplane in R” 
which separates the true vectors from the false vectors of the function is generalized to the case 
in which more general surfaces may be needed for the separation. A Boolean function is said to 
be a threshold function of order m if the surface required to separate the true from the false vec- 
tors is a polynomial of degree m. We have used such functions in the problem of extrapolating 
partially defined Boolean functions. 
For each dimension n, there are exactly two threshold functions of order 0 (the constant func- 
tions), and it is shown that there are exactly two threshold functions of order n (the parity func- 
tions). It is also shown that a Boolean function is a threshold function of order at least m if some 
sequence of “contractions” and “projections” of it to a (generally) lower dimensional space is 
a threshold function of order m. This leads to a generalization of a result of threshold function 
theory that complete monotonicity is a necessary condition for a Boolean function to be a 
threshold function (of order 0 or 1). A more recent result of threshold function theory, namely 
that the threshold recognition problem for a general Boolean function is NP-complete is shown 
to hold true for the order-m recognition problem as well. Also, the characterization of threshold 
functions in terms of summability is generalized to a characterization of threshold functions of 
any order. 
Finally, we present the result of a calculation in which the numbers of threshold functions of 
all orders for dimension n 5 4 are determined exactly, and statistical estimates are given for n = 5, 
6, and 7. This leads to the supposition that the vast majority of threshold functions have order 
near n/2 for n even and (n t_ 1)/2 for n odd, as well as to some more precise conjectures. 
* Supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research Grant AFOSR-89-0066. 
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1. Introduction 
A Boolean function is a threshold function if there is a hyperplane in R" which 
separates all of the true vectors of the function from all of the false vectors of the 
function, when those vectors are represented as the vertices of B"= (0, l}n. The at- 
traction of threshold functions is their nice structure and natural background in ap- 
plications, mainly in the design of switching systems; see, e.g., [7,10]. Threshold 
functions were extensively studied in the 1960s by, e.g., Winder [13,14], Muroga [7], 
Sheng [lo], as well as many others. More recently, complexity properties have been 
studied, and polynomial recognition algorithms have been given by Hammer, Peled 
and Pollatschek [4], by Peled and Simeone 191, and by Crama [2] for the case in 
which the function is given in positive disjunctive form. Various generalizations of 
threshold functions were studied early (e.g., [7]), but always in the context of linear 
separations. A graph theory counterpart, for the special case of quadratic Boolean 
threshold functions, was given by Chvtital and Hammer [l], who provided a class 
of so-called threshold graphs which characterize the quadratic Boolean threshold 
functions. 
In this paper, we discuss properties of Boolean functions for which more general 
surfaces are needed to separate the true vectors of the functions from the false vec- 
tors of the function. We call such functions generalized threshold functions, or 
thresholdfunctions of higher order. These notions were introduced by one of us [ 121 
in addressing the problem of extrapolating a partially defined Boolean function to 
a completely defined one. 
2. Preliminary results 
We start by giving some definitions, notations and conventions, assuming 
familiarity with Boolean and threshold functions. The basic terminology is that used 
by Muroga [7]. 
Let B" be the Boolean n-cube, (0, l}“. An n-dimensional Boolean function f(x) 
defined on B" assigns each vector x = (x,, x,, . . . ,x,) E B" a value 1 or 0. Any 
Boolean function f(x) can be expressed in disjunctive normal form: 
f(x) = V fl xi II xj (1) 
S,R ic.S jcR 
where S n R = 0 in each term, so that each term, nj, s xinjE R ~j in any such expres- 
sion of f(x), is a product of literals (variables and complemented variables). The 
degree of a term is the number of variables and complementary variables involved, 
i.e., 1R1 + /S(. The degree of an expression of f(x) is the maximum degree of the 
terms in that expression. The degree of a Boolean function is the minimum degree 
of all of its possible expressions. A Boolean function is said to be positive if there 
is a disjunctive normal form expression for it in which R is empty in all terms, i.e., 
in which (1) contains no complemented variables at all. 
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An n-dimensional pseudo-Boolean function g(x) is a real-valued function defined 
on B”. Such a function can always be expressed uniquely in its polynomial (or 
multilinear) representation [5] 
g(x)= C wsn xi where N={l,...,nJ 
SCN iE.S 
(2) 
so that we can use the vector w (or ws in case of ambiguity) for the polynomial ex- 
pression, and the function itself interchangeably. The degree of each term in the 
polynomial representation of a pseudo-Boolean function, g(x), is ISI, the number 
of variables it contains. The degree of g(x) is the maximum degree of its terms in 
its polynomial representation. 
Let f(x) be an n-dimensional Boolean function, and let Tf= {x E B” (f(x) = 1) be 
the set of true vectors of f(x), and Ff= {x E B” 1 f(x) = 0) be the set of false vectors 
of f(x). Then B”= TfU Ff. A separator of degree m of f(x) is a pair (w; t) con- 
sisting of a polynomial pseudo-Boolean function of degree m, determined by the 
vector w of dimension Cyzl (y), and a real number, t, such that: 
c wsn X;? t, 
.S&N,O#IS1sm 
xETf, 
iES 
c wsn x;ct- 1, xeFf. (3) 
S~N,Ot(Slsrn /ES 
A separator of f(x) is called a positive separator if w > 0. 
Note that if 0 E Tf, then t ~0, while if 0 E Ff, then t 2 1. This follows just from 
the fact that the left-hand sides of (3) are 0 for x=0. 
f(x) is called a threshold function of order m if it has a separator of degree m, 
but no separator of degree m - 1. For any dimension n, the two constant functions 
are threshold functions of order 0. Except for these functions, the ordinary 
threshold functions are threshold functions of order 1. 
In the sequel, when the term threshold function is used without mentioning its 
order, we mean a threshold function of order 1 or 0, i.e., an ordinary (classical) 
threshold function. 
Theorem 2.1. An n-dimensional Boolean function of degree m is a threshold func- 
tion of order at most m. 
Proof. Supposef(x) is an n-dimensional Boolean function of degree m, written in 
disjunctive normal form of degree m. Construct the pseudo-Boolean function, g(x), 
from f(x) by replacing the operation “union” by “addition”. Then, in g(x)2 1 
substitute (1 -x,) for each complemented variable X~ and expand it into a poly- 
nomial expression, transferring any constant to the right-hand side. This gives a 
separator of degree at most m since each term in the disjunctive normal form of f(x) 
involves no more than m literals. 0 
Corollary 2.2. Any n-dimensional Boolean function f(x) is a threshold function of 
order at most n. 
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Corollary 2.3. If f(x) is an n-dimensional Boolean function of threshold order m, 
then so are f(Z), as well as its complement, J(x), and its dual, fd(x)=f(X). More- 
over, if (w ; t) is a separator for f(x), then (-w ; 1 - t) is a separator for y(x) (and 
similarly for f(X) and f d(x)). 
Proof. Suppose (w ; t) satisfies the conditions (3). Then multiplying each by - 1, and 
interchanging Tf and Ff establishes the last part of the corollary, as well as the 
equality of the degrees for the separators for f and f. Also, replacing x in the 
separator by R, yields a separator off(X) of same degree. Combining the results for 
f (.i?) and y(x) yields the assertion for the f d. 0 
Corollary 2.4. f(x) has a positive separator if and only if f (x) is a positive function. 
Proof. “If” follows from the construction in the proof of Theorem 2.1. “Only if”: 
Let x and x’ be the same, except for component i, where xi= 1 and xl= 0. Then, 
if g is a positive separator, g(x)>g(x’), so that if x’ is true, so is x, i.e., f is 
positive. 0 
Note that while every positive Boolean function, f(x), has a positive separator, 
it is not necessarily the case that there is a positive separator of minimal degree. 
Consider a pseudo-Boolean function given by the polynomial expression g(x)= 
c sc,,, wSniES xi of degree m. When extended to R”, g(x) = t (for any real number 
t) determines a polynomial surface of degree m in R”. Therefore, for any Boolean 
function, there is a polynomial surface which separates all true vectors from all of 
the false vectors of the function. When embedding B” in R”, a geometric inter- 
pretation of Corollary 2.2 is as follows: 
Corollary 2.5. For any subset S of B”, there is a polynomial surface of degree at 
most n which separates S from its complement. 
Let G be a graph with vertex set V. A stable set (sometimes called an independent 
set) S is a subset of Vsuch that no two vertices of S are adjacent in G. For any given 
graph G, a Boolean function fo(x) can be defined as follows. Assign a variable xi 
to each vertex i E I/. Then f&x) = VCr,jjEE xixJ, where E is the edge set of G. Such 
a Boolean function is called graphic by Chvatal and Hammer [l]. It is clear that 
graphic Boolean functions are positive quadratic Boolean functions. A subset S c I/ 
is stable in G if and only if its characteristic vector xs = (x1,x2, . . . ,x,J, defined by 
xi = 1 if iE S, and xi = 0 if i@ S, satisfies fo(xs) = 0. Such vectors we call stable vec- 
tors, others nonstable vectors. Chvatal and Hammer define a graph to be a 
threshold graph if there is a hyperplane which separates all of the stable vectors of 
G from all of the nonstable vectors of G in R”. Then 
Corollary 2.6. For any graph G, there is a quadratic surface which separates all of 
the stable vectors of G from all of the nonstable vectors of G in R”. 
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Proof. Since fc is quadratic, it follows from Theorem 2.1. 0 
All graphs may be considered as threshold graphs of order at most 2. There are 
a number of characterizations of threshold graphs, e.g., that the graph contains no 
induced subgraphs which are 2KZ, P,, or C,. All of the nonthreshold graphs are of 
threshold order 2. 
Proposition 2.1. If f(x) is an n-dimensional threshold function of order m, then 
(9 WY x, + I ) = x, + ~f(x)v% +I &> and 
(3 F(x, x, + 1> =x, + J(W.5 + If(x) 
are complementary threshold functions of order m + 1. 
Proof. Let (G(x,x,+ J ; t) be a separator for F(x, x, + ,), and let G(x,x,+ r) be writ- 
ten x, + ,g,(x) + gZ(x). Since F(x, 0) =7(x); and F(x, 0) = 1 if and only if G(x, 0)r t; 
and F(x, 0) = 0 if and only if G(x, 0) 5 t - 1; we have that (g2(x), t) is a separator of 
f(x). Since F(x, 1) =f(x), whenever G(x, l)? t, we have that g21 t - 1 and therefore 
that g,(x)? 1. Similarly, whenever G(x, 1)s t - 1, we have that g\(x)“_ - 1. Hence 
(+(gr(x)-go(x));t(l -g,(O))) is a separator of f(x). So the order of F(x,x,~+,) is at 
least m + 1. Next, let (g, ; t,) and (g,; t2) be separators of minimum degree of f(x) 
and f(x), respectively. Then: 
(X,+,gl(x)+(1-x,+I)g2(x)-(t,-tZ)X,+,;f2) 
is a separator of degree m + 1 of F(x,x,+ 1 , ) establishing clause (i). Clause (ii) is 
then established by application of Corollary 2.3. 0 
3. Characterization of threshold functions of order n 
Let f(x) be an n-dimensional Boolean function, with Tf and FJ the true and false 
vectors, respectively. Then f(x) has a separator of degree m (m 5 n) if and only if 
the following system has a solution, W: 
where we is interpreted as -t. 
For any x in B”, let the support set of x be s(x)= {i ( xi = l} and assign a variable 
y, to each x E B”. By the theorem of the alternative for linear inequality systems (or 
the duality theorem of linear programming), system (4), (5) is solvable if and only if 
C y,=O VSCN, JSjcm. (6) 
XISCW 
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y,rO for XE Tf; y,sO for x~Ff; c YX<O 
xeF, 
(7) 
has no solution. 
Lemma 3.1. The system (6) has full rank 2” when m = n. 
Proof. Suppose that (6) is not full rank, i.e., that (6) has a nontrivial solution, yi. 
Then the function f * defined by Tf”= {x ) yg~O>, and Ff” = {x 1 yi<O} is such that 
y: satisfies (7) as well as (6). ThereforefO cannot have a separator of degree n. But 
this contradicts Corollary 2.2. 0 
We call x an even (Boolean) vector if the number of its components with value 
1 is even, and x an odd (Boolean) vector if the number of its components with value 
1 is odd. f(x) is an even function if f(x) = 1 for every even x and f (x) is an odd func- 
tion if f (x) = 1 for every odd x. The n-dimensional complementary Boolean func- 
tions defined by: 
E,(x) = 
1, if x is even, 
O,(x) = 
1, if x is odd, 
0, if x is odd, 0, if x is even 
are called the even parity and odd parity functions, respectively. 
Lemma 3.2. For any partially specified Boolean vector, the number of even com- 
pletions is equal to the number of odd completions (except for the extreme case in 
which the specification is complete so that there is only one completion). 
Proof. If there are k>O unspecified components, there are 2k completions, of 
which half (2kP1) are odd, and half (2k-‘) are even. 0 
Lemma 3.3. The vector y such that y,= 1 for x even, y,= -1 for x odd, is, to 
within an arbitrary scalar multiple, the unique nontrivial solution to 
c yx=o VSCN (8) 
XCB”I SCS(X) 
(i.e., to the system (6) with m = n - 1). 
Proof. For each S, the sum is over the set of completions of a partially specified 
vector x. By Lemma 3.2, then, each sum is zero for they specified, soy is a solution. 
Since, by Lemma 3.1, the system with S=N included has full rank 2”, the deletion 
of one constraint results in a system of rank 2” - 1. The line generated by y is, 
therefore, the entire solution set. q 
Theorem 3.4. For each n, E, and 0, are the only n-dimensional Boolean functions 
which are threshold functions of order n. 
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Proof. An n-dimensional Boolean function f is a threshold function of order n if 
and only if it has no separator of degree n - 1 or less; i.e., if and only if the system 
X,&,cX,yX=O, VScN; y,?O for XE TJ, y,sO for XEF’ (9) 
has a nontrivial solution. The y of Lemma 3.3 is such a solution for f = E,,, while 
-y is such a solution for f = 0,. All multiples of y generate these same two solu- 
tions, and by Lemma 3.3, there are no others. In turn, y determines Tfand Ff. So 
E,, and 0, are threshold functions of order n, and they are the only ones. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Separators for 0, and En are given explicitly by 
and 
&-2)‘5’-‘, Xi21 (IO) 
iCS 
-&(-2)‘+‘n xi20 (11) 
i.ZS 
respectively. 
Proof. Consider any x and let p = C xi. Then there are p nonzero terms of degree 
1, there are ($ nonzero terms of degree 2, and generally (i) nonzero terms of 
degree k. The expression from (10) becomes: 
(This last equality is an identity obtained by expanding (1 + y)P in terms of the 
binomial coefficients, and setting y= -2.) Therefore (10) is a separator for 0,. 
The expression (11) for E,, follows from Corollary 2.3. 0 
Example 3.6. The parity functions are given recursively by 
E, =x,, 01=x,, 
E,,=~,,EE,~,~x,O,_,, 0,=x,,E,_,v~,,0~_, (12) 
(as an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 3.4, or as is easily 
seen by checking that the parity properties are inherited 
Therefore 
E,(x,) =R,, 0,(x,) =x1, 
E~(x],x~)=~~xI~x~~I, O2(x,,x2)=x2x,V~2~1, 
~3~~1,~2,~3~=~3302~~1,~2~~~3~2~~1,~2~ 
=~]x2x,vx,.r2x3vx]x2,iF33x,x2x3, 
03~~l~~2~~3~=~3~2~~l~~2~v~3~2~~l,~2~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
under the recursion). 
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If we denote separators for 0, by O,L 1, and separators for E,, by e,rO, we 
have, from Theorem 3.5: 
el=-x,20, e2= -x,-x2+2x1x220, 
&?3’ -X,-X~-XX~+~X~X~~~X~X~~~X~X~-~X~X~X~LO, 
0,=x,2 1, 02=x1 +x,-2x,x,? 1, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
We may note that E, and 0, are symmetric in the variables x1,x2, . . . , x,, and the 
above formulas are their expressions in terms of their prime implicants. 
Theorem 3.4 is related to a result of Jeroslow [6], who studied the minimum 
number of linear inequalities needed to define the convex hull of a given subset, S, 
of B”. He found that at most 2”-’ inequalities are ever needed, and that as many 
as 2”-’ are needed only in the cases that S is the set of all even vectors or S is the 
set of all odd vectors. The true (or false) vectors of the parity functions E,, and O,, 
then, are the “hardest” to separate either using Jeroslow’s linear inequalities or 
using our multilinear inequalities. (We are indebted to one of the referees for the 
reference to Jeroslow’s paper.) 
4. Minors and complete monotonicity for Boolean functions 
In this section, we generalize the theorem which states that complete monotonicity 
is a necessary condition for a Boolean function to be a threshold function. This 
generalization is then used to show that the general recognition problem for order-m 
threshold functions is NP-complete. 
4.1. Minors and threshold orders 
Let f(x) be an n-dimensional Boolean function. We define the folowing opera- 
tions on f(x): 
(1) The contraction operation: Replace some of the literals in a disjunctive form 
of f(x) by y, and their complements by j. 
(2) The projection operation: Replace some of the literals in a disjunctive form 
of f(x) by 1 (or 0), and their complements by 0 (or 1). 
For a pseudo-Boolean function in polynomial form, the contraction and projec- 
tion operations are defined in the same way. It is clear that the order of application 
of contraction and projection are interchangeable. 
Each contraction operation is accomplished by identifying an index set Kj, and 
an associated O-l vector Uj, and then setting (x$“’ =Yj for each i E Kj, where 
(~j)?” = (xj); if (aj), = 1, and (~j)?” = (~j); if Ui = 0. E ac projection operation is ac- h 
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complished by setting (x~)~= (Uo)i for ieK,. A Boolean function a* is said to be 
a minor of a Boolean functionf(x) iff*Q can be obtained fromf(x) by a complete 
sequence K of contractions and projections, i.e., a sequence in which K= 
{K,,Kz, . . . . KP, K,} is a partition of { 1, . . . , n}. A pseudo-Boolean function g*(y) is, 
similarly, said to be a minor of a pseudo-Boolean function g(x) if g*(y) can be ob- 
tained from g(x) by a complete sequence of contractions and projections. 
Example 4.1. Consider the function 
- - 
f(x) =x,~~x~XJX~X~VR,X*X~X~X~VX,~~x~X~X~~~ 
VR,X*~~~~~~vx~~~~~vx,X~X~X~. 
Do a contraction by letting x2 =x1 =Yl , followed by the contraction x3 =x4 =Y2, 
followed by the contraction x6= y3, and then followed by the projection x5 = 1. 
Then: 
Kr={l,2}, K2={3,4}, K,=(6), K,=(5), 
al = (LO), a2 = (Ll), (13 = (11, al)=(l), 
(Xbj52) -fYl, (X3,X4)-‘Y2, kJ-‘Y3, (x,)--t 1, 
which leads to the function 
f*(Y)=Yl~2Y3v.hY2Y3vYlY2~3v_h~2~3 
as a minor of f(x). For any y0 = (yy,Y$ yy), its preimage is (yy,j$, yi, yy, l,Yy), e.g., 
if y”=(l 00), then x0-(1 000 IO). 
It is easy to see that minors of threshold functions are threshold functions. The 
main result concerning minors is: 
Theorem 4.2. Let f (x) be an n-dimensional Boolean function. Zf f (x) has a minor 
which is of threshold order m, then the threshold order of f(x) is at least m. 
Proof. Let f(x) have a separator (W ; t) of minimum degree so that 
g(x)= c WJ Xjl t, 
SCN,O#~S~5rn 
XE T,, 
its 
g(x)= c 
ScN,O+~S~cm 
wsn x;<t- 1, XEF~. 
iES 
Letf*(y) and g*(y) be minors of f(x) and g(x), respectively, obtained by the same 
sequence of contraction and projection operations. Let y” satisfy g*(y”) 2 t. Then 
its preimage, x0, satisfies g(x”) 2 t, so that f(x”) = 1 and f (x”) = f *( y”) = 1. Similarly, 
g*(y”)lt-1 implies f*(yO)=O. Hence, in g*(y,,y2,...,yk)zt we may substitute 
(1 - yi) for each complemented variable J;, expand into a polynomial expression, 
and transfer any constant to the right-hand side. This yields a separator for f *(y) 
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with degree no more than g*(_tl). If f*(u) has threshold order m, then the degree 
of g*(y) is at least m, and so is the degree of g(x), since contraction and projection 
cannot increase the degree. Therefore f(x) is of threshold order at least m. 0 
Example 4.1 (Continued). The function f(x) has a separator given by: 
-x,+x~+3x,-5x,-x,x,+2x,x,+x,x,+x,x,-x,x,+x,x,-x,x, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (13) 
(as determined by computer solution of the inequalities (3)). 
Under the contraction-projection operations specified above, we obtain: 
f*(~)=~l~2~3V~,~2~3V~l~2~~3v~l~2~3, 
which is E3, 
~*(~)=~-y,-y,-y,+~4’,yz+~y1y~+~yz4’~-~y,yzy~~ 
So the threshold order off(x) cannot be less than 3. Therefore the separator (13) 
is of minimal degree. f(x) is thereby determined to be of order 3. 
Some basic properties of the minor relations are as follows: 
(1) f(x) is a minor of itself; f(x) andf(x) are minors of each other and?(x) and 
fd(x) are minors of each other. (Contract each variable by xi =J;.) 
(2) If f * is a minor off, and f ** is a minor off *, then f ** is a minor off. 
Therefore the set of all minors of a given f(x) is a partially ordered set with f(x) 
as a root. (The contraction-projection chain leading from f to f * can just be adjoined 
to the chain leading from f * to f **.) 
(3) If f(x) is an n-dimensional Boolean function, and 
F(x,x,+,)=x,+1f(x)v~~+,g(x), 
then f(x) and g(x) are minors of F. 
4.2. Complete monotonicity and threshold orders 
An n-dimensional Boolean function is said to be completely monotonic if there 
is no partition of the index set N = ( 1,2, . . . , n} into 3 sets {K,, K,, K,} and four vec- 
tors x’ =(xK,,xKz,xKJ, x2=(XK,,x~z,x~,,), x3=(x~,,X~2,x~J, x4=(~~,,~~2,x~,,> 
(where xK = (xi,, xi?, . . .) means the subvector of vector x with all i, in K), such that 
following hold: 
(14) 
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An important result of threshold function theory is that the property of complete 
monotonicity is a necessary condition for a Boolean function to be a threshold 
function. 
This result now follows as a special case of Theorem 4.2, since in our terminology, 
complete monotonicity is equivalent to not having E2 or O2 for a minor. (Note that 
under the contractions y, = Xi for in K, and y2 =xi for ie K2, and the projection 
xi = 0 for i E K,, the f in (14) has E2 as a minor.) Therefore, if a Boolean function 
is not completely monotonic, it is, by Theorem 4.2, of threshold order at least 2. 
More generally, 
Corollary 4.3. If a Boolean function f (x) has threshold order less than m, then f (x) 
has no E, or 0, minor. 
4.3. The NP-completeness of the order-m recognition problem 
It has been shown by several authors that recognizing a threshold function given 
in the positive disjunctive normal form is polynomial solvable; see, e.g., Hammer, 
Peled and Pollatschek [4], Peled and Simeone [9], and Crama [2]. Peled and 
Simeone [9] also showed that recognizing whether a Boolean function given in the 
disjunctive normal form (not necessarily in the positive form) is a threshold function 
is an NP-complete problem. Here, we show that the problem of recognizing whether 
a Boolean function is a threshold function of order m is also an NP-complete 
problem. The theorem and its proof generalize the development given by Peled and 
Simeone. 
The disjunctive normal form - satisfiability problem (DNF-SAT) is that of 
deciding whether a Boolean function given in disjunctive normal form is identically 
1, or whether there is some x0 for which f(x”) = 0. The DNF-SAT problem is 
equivalent to the satisfiability problem, which is NP-complete [3]. 
Theorem 4.4. For fixed m 2 0, the recognition of an n-dimensional threshold func- 
tion as being of order m is NP-complete. 
Proof. The case m = 0, i.e., deciding whether or not a given Boolean function is 
constant, is directly the DNF-SAT problem. Assume then, that m>O. 
Let f(x) be any n-dimensional Boolean function. Let y= (Y,, . . . ,y,J, and define 
g(W~Y,,+,) =f(x)%(Y)vE,w+ I(YtYm+,). 
Suppose first that f(x) = 1. Then 
g(x,Y,Y,n + I) = O,n”E,,,+ I 
= 0m”~,,+,Orn~P,+,Em 
= OmvJ,,,i ,En, 
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is a threshold function of order strictly less than m + 1, since it is of dimension 
m+l, but it is not either O,,, or E,,, for m>O. Moreover, by a projection 
operation on J’m + ,, the function 0, is a minor of g(x,y,y,+t), so that g is of 
degree at least m. Therefore, if f(x) = 1, then g is of degree m. Suppose, next, that 
there is some x0 such that f(x’) = 0. Then g(x”, y, y, + t) = E, + 1. Therefore E, + I is 
a minor of g(x,y,y,,+t) (obtained by the projection of x to x0), from which we 
deduce that g(x,y,y,+t) has threshold order at least m+ 1. 
Therefore recognizing a Boolean function of threshold order m implies that we 
can determine whether the arbitrary Boolean function f(x) is identically 1. The 
satisfiability problem thus reduces to that of determining the threshold order of a 
general Boolean function in disjunctive form. For fixed m, the reduction is 
polynomial. q 
4.4. Pseudo-m-cubes 
A geometric picture for complete monotonicity is that the four vectors in the 
above definition of complete monotonicity form a parallelogram P such that 
f(x) = 1 on two opposite vertices of P andf(x) = 0 on the other two opposite vertices 
of P. There is a similar geometric picture in terms of parallelopipeds for the func- 
tions E,, and 0,. 
Let M= {x1,x2, . . . ,xZm) be a set of 2” distinct vectors from B” (men), obtained 
from a partition of N into m + 1 subsets K,, K2, . . . , K,, K, such that Vx,y EM, 
xi =yi if i E K, and for every xj E M and every K,, either _$I =x,“’ Vi E K, or xji’ = 
XI’) Vi E K,. We call M a pseudo-m-cube, since by a process similar to the contrac- 
tion and projection operations, but now on the set M, M can be projected to be an 
m-cube (0, l}“. 
Example 4.5. Let M be a subset of 8 elements of B4 as 
x’=(l,O,O,O), x2=(1,0,0, l), x3 = (LO, 1, O), x4=(1,0,1, l), 
x5 = (0, LO, O), x6=(0, LO, l), x7=(0,1, LO), x8 = (0, 1, 1, 1). 
Let the partition of Nbe Kt={l,2}, K2={3}, K,=(4), K4=0. Let y,=X1x2, 
y2 =x3, y3 =x4, then the projection @ is such that 
@(x9=(0,0,0), @(x2)=(0,0,1), @(x3)=(0,1,0), ~(x4)=(0,Ll), 
@(x5)=(1,0,0), @(x6)=(1,0, I), @(x7)=(1, 1,0), @(x8)=(1, 1,l). 
G(M) is then a 3-cube. 
A partition (A4,,M2) of a pseudo-m-cube A4 is called independent if the projec- 
tion @ projects M to Bm such that (#(Ml), @(M,)) is an independent bipartition of 
Bm, i.e., if it partitions BM into its even and odd vectors. Then 
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Theorem 4.6. An n-dimensional Boolean function has an E,,, or 0, minor if and 
only if there is a pseudo-m-cube ME Bn such that (ME Tf, ME Ff) is an indepen- 
dent bipartition of M. 
Example 4.5 (Continued). Suppose f(x) is defined on B4 such that {x’,x4,x6,x7$ C_ 
Tf, {x2,x3,x5,x8) c Q. One such f(x) is 
f(x) must, therefore, have E, as a minor. 
5. Order m and the (m,k)-asummability property 
This section contains a straightforward generalization of the characterization of 
threshold functions in terms of asummability. 
A Boolean function f(x) is said to be k-summable if there are k true vectors 
x1,x2, . . . . xk, and k false vectors yl,y2, . . . , yk (not necessary to be distinct) such that 
,il xi=;!, Yi. 
f(x) is said to be asummabfe if it is not k-summable for any integer 15 kin. A 
well-known necessary and sufficient condition for a Boolean function f(x) to be a 
threshold function is the following asummability theorem (see, e.g., [7, p. 1951). 
Asummability Theorem. f(x) is a thresholdfunction if and only iff (x) is asummable. 
The Asummability Theorem for threshold functions is now generalized to 
threshold functions of higher order. For x in B”, define the m-augment x@’ of x 
to be a vector of dimension C:” I (v), xLml = (xl, x2, . . . ,x,, fliep x,, . . .) where 
P runs over all subsets of N such that IPl cm in lexicographic order. For 
example, when n = 3, m = 2, the 2-augment of x=(x1,x2,x3) is the vector x121 = 
(x1, x2, x3, x1x2, x1x3, x1x3). A Boolean function f (x) is said to be (m, k)-summable if 
there are subsets SC q, RcFf, ISI = 1Rl =k, such that CXEs xLml= CytR y’“‘]. 
(Repetitions of XES or of YE R in the sums are allowed.) If there is no repetition, 
then we say f(x) is strict/y (m, k)-summable. It is clear that if f(x) is (m, k)- 
summable, then f(x) is (m’, k)-summable for any m’lm. f(x) is said to be m- 
asummable if f (x) is not (m, k)-summable for any k and f(x) is (m - 1, k)-summable 
for some k. 
Theorem 5.1. An n-dimensional Boolean function f(x) is a threshold function of 
order m if and only if it is m-asummabie. 
Proof. If f(x) has a separator (w; t) of degree h, then for any XE Tf, and YE Ff we 
have that F+LI?~ L t and PV~@] 5 t - 1. Therefore PVX(~] > wyLhl, and therefore the in- 
equality must hold for any sums of the xLhl and yrhl. So f(x) is (h, k)-asummable for 
any k. 
On the other hand, if f(x) has no separator of degree h, then the system 
w(x’QJ~‘)>O, XE r,, YE?, 
is inconsistent. By the theorem of the alternative for linear inequality systems, then, 
there is some u such that CxET/,JEFl~,,,(~ ‘hl-yLhl)=O, and ~20, u#O. u can be 
chosen to be rational (and therefore be integer). Hence f(x) is (h, k)-summable for 
k equal to the sum of all components of U. Therefore, if f(x) is threshold function 
of order m, then it has a separator of degree m and has no separator of degree m - 1. 
So f(x) is m-asummable. 0 
Monotonicity and (m, k)-summability are related as follows. In the theory of 
threshold functions, it has been shown that 2-asummability is equivalent to com- 
plete monotonicity. Restated in our terminology, strict (1,2)-summability of f(x) is 
equivalent to possessing an El or O2 minor. We can prove that the strict (2,4)- 
summability of f(x) is equivalent to possessing an E3 or O3 minor. In general, we 
conjecture that the strict, (m, 2”‘)-summability of f(x) is equivalent to having a E,, + ,
or O,, I minor. 
6. The number of threshold functions for small n 
6.1. Determining the threshold order h_v linear programming 
To determine the threshold order of a Boolean function f(x), with Tf and Fr the 
true and false vectors, respectively, we consider a linear program with the con- 
straints: 
J$S~~sx!‘O~ xE T1, 
where wB is to be associated with --t. (Note that the x, are the data and the ws are 
the unknown values.) 
If the function is constant, the order is 0. Otherwise, we begin by minimizing the 
objective function defined by 
If the linear program has a solution with value 0, the function is order 1. If not, 
reset cs to 0 for ISI = 2. If the linear program now has value 0, the function is order 
2. If not, reset cs to 0 for (SI = 3. Continue in this way until the value 0 is attained. 
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Then the largest IS/ for which cs is 0 is the order off. Note that the linear program 
(15) has 2” constraints and 2” variables, all of which are unrestricted in sign. The 
number of variables is then doubled, since each w needs to be replaced by wf -w-, 
where wt, w-20, and ~w~=w+-kw~. 
6.2. Counting the order-m threshold functions for 0 I n 5 4 
Let N(n,m) be the number of n-dimensional threshold functions of order m. 
From Theorems 2.1 and 3.4, we have that 
N(n, 0) = N(n, n) = 2, N(n,m) = 0 if m>n, 
while Muroga’s results 17, p. 2731 and the results of Muroga, Tsuboi and Baugh [8], 
give us that: 
N(2,l) = 12, N(3,l) = 102, N(4,l) = 1880, N(5,l) = 94,570, 
N(6,l) = 15,028,132, N(7,l) = 8,378,070,862. 
Let o(n, m) be the fraction of n-dimensional Boolean functions which are of order 
nz. There are 22” Boolean functions of dimension n, so o(n,m)=N(n,m)/22’. 
Therefore 
a(n, 0) = a(n, n) = 2’ -’ 
and also (approximately): 
o(2,l) = .75, o(3,l) = .398, (s(4,l) = .0287, 
a(5,l) = 2.20 x lo-‘, ~~(6.1) = 8.145 x 10-13. 
For n = 0, the only order-O functions are f = 0 and f = 1, 
For n = 1, there are the two constant functions (of order 0), and the functions 
x = 0 and x = 1 (of order 1). 
For n = 2, there are the two constant functions of order 0, two functions of order 
2, and 12 functions of order 1. 
For n = 3, N(3,O) = 2, N(3,l) = 102, and N(3,3) =2. Therefore N(3,2) = 
256-2-102-2=150. 
For n=4, there are 65,536 Boolean functions of which 2 are order 0, another 2 
are order 4, and 1,880 are order 1. To determine how the remaining 63,652 functions 
are split between order 2 and 3, an extensive calculation was done. The functions 
are numbered 0 through 65,535. Function k is interpreted by considering the binary 
expansion of k in terms of sixteen O’s and 1’s. These O’s and l’s are the values for 
the sixteen arguments of a 4-dimensional Boolean function, 0000 through 1111. In 
this scheme, the first 32,768 functions are the complements of the last 32,768. In 
fact, function k is the complement of function 22’ - 1 -k for any n. Since the 
complement of a Boolean function has the same threshold order as the function 
(Theorem 3.4), it suffices to count just the first half and multiply by 2. 
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Table 1 
Dim n Sample size No. of functions of order 
0 I 2 3 4 
4 2500 0 87 2122 291 0 
Function k = 0 is order 0, so we could begin with k = 1. A total of 32,767 memory 
cells were set aside, and the procedure of Section 2 applied to determine the order 
m of the function k. Cell k was then assigned the value m. In addition, values k, 
were determined, those values which produce the same function as k, except for an 
interchange of variables, or a permutation, or a negation, or a combination of these. 
Some of these produced k,‘s in the range 32,768 to 65,535; these were disregarded. 
All other cells k, were then also assigned the value m. In moving from function k 
to k + 1, the new function could be skipped if it already had been assigned a value. 
A total of only 400 functions (out of 32,767) actually needed to be evaluated by solv- 
ing the linear program. The result was that 940 order-l functions were found, 27,846 
order-2 functions were found, 3,980 order-3 functions were found, and 1 order-4 
function was found among functions 1 through 32,767. 
4.3. Estimating the numbers of order-m threshold functions for n =5, 6 and 7 
For n=5, 6, and 7 there are approximately 4.295 x lo’, 1.845 x 1019, and 
3.403 x 103’ Boolean functions, respectively, far too many for the same procedure 
to be used. To estimate how many functions of the various orders there are, we used 
a sampling procedure. To generate a selection, a sequence of 2” O’s and l’s were 
generated independently with equal probability, using the dyalog APL (pseudo-) 
random number generator. These then served as the values for the 2” arguments, 
thus specifying the function. Successive selections then produce a random sample 
with replacement from the population of Boolean functions of dimension n. To test 
the procedure and the computer code, a sample of size ss = 2500 was first generated 
for n = 4, where the values were known. Actual data are given in Table 1. 
In terms of estimates of the fraction, a(n, m), of the total numbers of functions, 
and comparison with the known fractions for n = 4, these data become as shown in 
Table 2. 
N.b. Here and in the sequel, all interval estimates for statistically determined 
values are confidence intervals at the 95% level. These intervals are given by 
Table 2 
Dim n cr(n, m) 
0 1 2 3 4 
4 Actual 0.00003 0.029 0.850 0.121 0.00003 
4 .ss=2500 < 0.00008 0.035 * ,007 0.849 + 0.014 0.116&0.013 ~0.00008 
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Table 3 
Dim n Sample size No. of functions of order 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 2500 0 0 830 1668 2 0 
6 400 0 0 2 384 14 0 0 
7 200 0 0 0 95 105 0 0 0 
+.Zipm, where ps is the sample proportion, ss is the sample size, and Z 
is the standard normal distribution value (= 1.96 for a confidence level of 95%). For 
cases in which the number of successes in the sample is small (less than 3, including 
0), the intervals are estimated directly from the binomial distributions. 
The sampling procedure was then used for n = 5, 6 and 7. For n = 5, a sample size 
of 2500 was used, but since the computer time per evaluation went up by a factor 
of approximately 6 for each added dimension, the sample sizes for n = 6 and 7 were 
cut to 400 and 200, respectively. Actual data are shown in Table 3. 
Translated into estimates of a(n, m), these become as shown in Table 4. It should 
be remarked that these data do not provide evidence, at the 95% level, that 
a(7,3)<0(7,4), as conjectured in the next section. However, the data do provide 
such evidence at the 78% confidence level (by rejecting the null hypothesis that 
a(7,3)>0.5). 
6.4. Section summary and some conjectures 
Table 5 is a composite of known values and estimated values for N(n, m), and is 
the main result of this section. Table 6, without confidence intervals, is a composite 
of known and estimated values for a(n,m). 
This lends support to the supposition made in [l I] that the vast majority of n- 
dimensional threshold functions have order near n/2. More specifically, we now 
conjecture that: 
lim o(n, m) = 0, 
n-m 
all m, (16) 
lim a(n, n/2) = 1, 
n+m 
for n even, 
lim o(n, (n f 1)/2) = l/2, for n odd. 
n -+ 03 
Table 4 
Dim n Order 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 _ - 0.332 f 0.018 0.667 t 0.018 0.001~0.0008 - 
6 _ _ 0.005 zk 0.001 0.960+0.019 0.035 + 0.018 _ _ 
7 - _ _ 0.475 + 0.069 0.525 k 0.069 _ _ _ 
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Table 6 
Dirn n 
_. .____. __.__- ___-.-- ~_ 
Order m 
- 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 1.000 
1 0.500 
2 0.125 
3 0.008 
4 
5 _ 
6 
7 _ 
0.500 
0.750 0.125 
0.398 0.586 0.008 
0.029 0.850 0.121 
_ 0.332 0.667 0.001 _ 
_ 0.005 0.960 0.035 - _ 
_ _ 0.475 0.525 - _ 
___- ___- 
o(n, WI)< o(n, m + l), for m5(n - 1)/2, all nr2, 
o(n, m) > o(n, rn + l), for m > (n - 1)/2, all n 2 2. 
Actually, the equation (16) for m = 1 has been established, as it is an immediate con- 
sequence of results given by Muroga [7, pp. 269-2741. 
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